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ASSOCIATION NEWS
TTIA
Brian Beecroft
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS IN DECLINE
The latest report on agreement coverage
from the Department of Jobs shows 45,000
fewer people covered by agreements over
the report period, taking the total number of
people covered to 1.15 million – the lowest
since 2006.
Average pay rises in new agreements fell
from 3.2% to 2.8% per year between
September and December 2018.
The level of enterprise making continues
to be low with only 924 agreements
approved in the December quarter.
A report from the Centre for Future Work
released in December last year showed that
the number of people in the private sector
covered by agreements at work had fallen
by a third since 2013.
Members are reminded TTIA has an
Industrial Relations/Enterprise Agreement
Unit that can assist Members through
the agreement-making process to final
certification before the Fair Work
Commission. If you require further
information, please call the TTIA office
on (02) 9264 0011.
CHANGES TO UNION RIGHT OF ENTRY
PERMITS
The Governor-General has made changes to
the Fair Work Regulations to modernise the
right of entry scheme that allows union
officials to enter workplaces.
From 1 July 2019, the right of entry
permits issued by the Fair Work Commission
must include a photo and signature of the
permit holder, along with any conditions
on its use.
The notice of entry forms that must be

given to employers will also be required to
clearly set out the rules that both union
officials and employers must follow when
rights of entry are being exercised.
The Minister for Jobs and Industrial
Relations, Kelly O’Dwyer MP, said the
proposed changes were sensible, practical
reforms that would make the right of entry
framework clearer and less vulnerable to
abuse. “These commonsense changes will
make it easier for permit holders to carry
their permits and exercise right of entry,
while those on worksites will be able to
appropriately verify the identity of a permit
holder on their premises.
“No longer will people be able to
misrepresent their identity or falsely claim
to be authorised permit holders,” she added.
The changes to the notice of entry forms
will ensure all parties are aware of their
statutory rights and responsibilities and
provide contact details for the appropriate
regulator in the event of any queries,
which will assist in reducing disputes over
right of entry.
The new permits and notice of entry
forms will be used from 1 July 2019.
Existing permit holders can continue to use
their old permits, but from 1 October 2019
they will either have to obtain a new permit
or present a government-issued photo ID
along with their old permit, when showing
their permit to access a worksite.

ATIF
John Halkett
BROWN MARMORATED STINK BUG
PROPOSED 2019-20 SEASONAL
TREATMENT MEASURES AND
SAFEGUARDING ARRANGEMENTS

The issue of difficulties and escalating costs
associated with port congestion and charges is
of ongoing concern to a range of product
importing and exporting companies, including
timber importers.
4 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

ATIF has participated in briefings on the
proposed 2019-20 seasonal measures for
the brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB),
plus the undertaking of a review into BMSB
treatment measures by the Inspector
General of Biosecurity to assess the
effectiveness of the biosecurity measures
to manage BMSB risks.
In a further submission to the Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources ATIF has
indicated it has concerns about the potential
impacts that BMSB treatment requirements
pose for solid timber and EWP timber
product imports. Further, that ATIF believes
that most solid structural timber and EWPs
comply with requirements for treatment
under the proposed 2019-20 seasonal
measures for BMSB.
ATIF has offered to work with the
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources on the development of a
Safeguarding Arrangements Scheme for
EWPs and is participating in meetings to do
so. Details about the 2019-20 BMSB
seasonal measures and on how to prepare
for the season commencing 1 September
2019 are available from: www.agriculture.
gov.au/bsmb.
Queries can be directed to spp@
agriculture.gov.au or the BMSB hotline
1800 900 090.
PORT CONGESTION AND CHARGES
The issue of difficulties and escalating costs
associated with port congestion and charges
is of ongoing concern to a range of product
importing and exporting companies,
including timber importers.
ATIF has been in discussions with several
member companies over this matter and
also with freight forwarders and the Freight
& Trade Alliance.
Given the level of concern to timber
importers, about this matter ATIF will be
preparing a submission and letter to the
relevant minister to support actions being
taken by other import and export
companies, logistics companies and trade
organisations.
For further ATIF-related information
contact John Halkett at john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

www.timbertradernews.com
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TABMA
David Little
Sorry does not cut it!
The Timber Industry has to be aware that
times are changing, and the regulators and
the courts are now more than ever
determined to ensure workplace safety.
Following the decision in Attorney General
for the State of New South Wales v Ceerose
Pty Ltd (2019), employers should now be on
alert that fines will be substantially
increased on appeal in circumstances where
the foreseeability of risk of serious injury or
death was ‘plain’, the foreseeability of the
consequences materialising was ‘obvious’

and the availability of measures to eliminate
the risk were ‘simple’. The case presents a
worthwhile lesson to companies regarding
their responsibilities regarding worker safety.
The facts
In April 2013, a skylight structure was being
erected and installed on site as part of the
construction of the roof. Prior to the
commencement of building works, the site
manager spoke to each of the labourers on
site about relevant precautions, as per the
Australian Standard AS 3828-1998.
During the lifting and positioning of the
skylight structure, an exclusion zone was
enforced in the area where the crane was

operating. However, the permanent fixation
of the skylights had not yet been undertaken
when workers were permitted to return to
the area.
A worker contracted to principle
contractor by labour hire company, was
standing directly under one of the skylight
frames which fell and struck him. The
mechanism which caused the frame to fall
could not be determined, however a crane
was being operated within the fall zone at
the time of the incident.
At the District Court, the principle
contractor was charged with and pleaded
guilty to an offence under the Work Health
and Safety Act 2011 (NSW) (WHS Act) for

TIMBER MERCHANTS AUSTRALIA

Serving independent timber and hardware

Legal and HR

Timber Advisory Service

businesses by providing valuable back of
house services...

National Support Centre
1800 888 479 (Option 1)
www.mgatma.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com

Training

Member Benefits

Advocacy
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Maximum penalty for officers

failing to comply with its health and safety
duty, thereby exposing workers to a risk of
death or serious injury.
His Honour found that the offence
belonged in Category 2, falling in the midrange of objective soundness, and a
$300,000 fine was imposed after allowing a
discount of 25% for the contractor’s early
guilty plea.

Harmonised

A fine of up to $600,000 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both
*And for PCBUs and senior officers in Queensland:
Up to $10 million fines for a corporation or up to 20 years’ imprisonment for individuals

Victoria

A fine of up to $290,142 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Western Australia

A fine of up to $680,000 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Maximum penalty for employers

To the Court of Criminal Appeal
The NSW Attorney-General sought an
appeal, arguing the penalty was manifestly
inadequate. The Appeals Court ruled that it
was a sentencing error for the judge at first
instance to conclude the offence was midrange. The Court confirmed the earlier
decision which held that serious derelictions
of duty, which do not meet the threshold of
reckless disregard under Category 1, will
constitute the high end of objective
seriousness for Category 2 offences.
One judge noted that were it not for the
agreed fact that the defendant did not have
knowledge or awareness that the skylights
were untethered and unembraced, a penalty
closer to the maximum penalty would have
been open.
The penalty was increased to $600,000.
This was despite the fact that the appeal
came 18 months after the original judgment,
and also 18 months after a failed appeal by
the prosecutor to increase the fine imposed.
Lessons for employers
The Court of Criminal Appeal is setting the
new standard for penalties in the
jurisdiction. Employers must be mindful of
the likely high penalties that will be imposed
if they do not take simple remedial steps to

Harmonised

A fine of up to $3 million

Victoria

A fine of up to $3,223,800

Western Australia

A fine of up to $680,000 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Maximum penalty for managers and workers
Harmonised

A fine of up to $600,000 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Victoria

A fine of up to $290,142 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Western Australia

A fine of up to $680,000 or up to 5 years’ imprisonment, or both

Under health and
safety legislation,
everybody must
navigate a liability
minefield, and no
one is immune
from prosecution.
eliminate the risk of potentially fatal hazards.
If anyone in your organisation is found to
be in breach of health and safety law, ‘sorry’
won’t cut it. Australian health and safety
regulators mean business and anybody in a

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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03 8706 1250
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company who breaks the law can face
enormous penalties, as summarised in the
table above. In the table, “harmonised”
territories refers to New South Wales, the
Northern Territory, Queensland, the
Australian Capital Territory, South Australia
and Tasmania.
Under health and safety legislation,
everybody must navigate a liability minefield,
and no one is immune from prosecution.
That’s why TABMA has revitalised our
WHS Offerings with brand new seminars
including the Chain of Responsibility
Seminar for anybody involved in logistics and
an updated manual handling course.
TABMA has also updated our Safety
Management Diagnostic and Hazard
Identification inspections to assist members
comply with the legislation.
The following health check is a mere
sample of what can be expected from a
TABMA WHS Inspection:
• Do you know who exactly can be classed
as an officer, depending on which
jurisdiction or jurisdictions you are
operating in?
• Do you know how to determine who is
and is not an officer in your business?
• Have you documented how to meet the
duty of due diligence, step by step?
• Are you complying with your duties as
an officer?
• Who is a worker under health and safety
legislation?
• What are the differences between a
worker and an employee?
• Where do officers have the same
obligations as workers?
• Are you aware of penalties workers can
face for different health and safety
breaches?
• Are you aware of your liability for your
www.timbertradernews.com
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workers’ actions?
• How do you reduce your risk of liability
for your workers’ actions and how to
document this?
• Have you documented the health and
safety duties of your managers?
• When are managers liable for breaching
their duties?
• When do industrial manslaughter laws
apply?
• How rigorous is your system for ensuring
compliance with policies and procedures?
• Do you have standardised procedures for
inducting new workers?
• Do you record all details of your training
with workers including who attended,
what was trained, time and date?
• Do you have a documented system that
is enacted for disciplining workers for
policy or procedure breaches?
• Do you undertake workplace risk
management?
• Do you have a regular and documented
system for identifying workplace
hazards?

Knowing what legal duties each person in
your organisation has is non-negotiable. It is
a duty that every responsible professional in
the timber industry must confront.
Mitigate the risks to your organisation and
your staff now and take action before it’s
too late.
Call 1800 822 621 or email Steve@tabma.
com.au and ask for a TABMA WHS kit
containing information on our seminars
and inspections.

MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey
Small business can now stand up to big
business
MGA Independent Retailers | TMA Timber
Merchants Australia welcomes the Federal
Government’s decision to allow easier
access to justice for small businesses (see
Schedule 5—Small Business Access to
Justice of the Treasury Laws Amendment
(2018 Measures No. 5) Bill, www.aph.gov.
au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_

PHOTO: MANGOSTAR/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

MGA TMA welcomes the Federal Government’s
decision to allow easier access to justice for
small businesses.

www.timbertradernews.com

Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/
Result?bId=r6189).
Jos de Bruin, CEO of MGA said that,
“When we were successful in reforming
competition laws in 2017, small businesses
saw a way forward to saving their
businesses with the introduction of the
‘effects test’ into section 46 of the Australian
Competition and Consumer Act.
“Now, with these further reforms, small
businesses will have greater opportunity to
fight for their rights against larger
businesses where the Court believes it is in
the public interest to do so.”
He continued, “Small businesses are
inevitably hindered by the formidable costs
of litigation and the prospect of facing a
massive legal bill is an enormous deterrent,
even though there may be a serious issue to
defend. Small businesses simply cannot
take on the bigger corporations that have
deep pockets and who are able to garner
financial resources to fund large legal firms
as their representatives.
“But it’s always been a typical David and
Goliath scenario when it came to a small
business taking on a giant business, until
now. We believe that the tide has turned
with the introduction of these new laws.”
In the past, costs have been a major
deterrent for small businesses seeking their
day in court. As de Bruin said, “All those
small businesses that have always felt they
were simply wasting their time trying to
fight big businesses because they couldn’t
afford the high costs can now re-think their
approach. The new laws providing access to
justice through the courts should make
those who have been cautious in the past
re-think their position, as they now have a
greater opportunity to stand up and fight.”
He emphasised, “Small businesses are a
major force in our economy. It’s vital that the
federal and state governments recognise
the importance of small businesses in
Australia and respect them as the engine
room of the economy. Perhaps the
introduction of these new laws is a step
closer to achieving that recognition”.
We thank all members and industry
stakeholders for their vigilance in pursuing
this ‘access to justice’ matter with their local
federal MPs and Ministers as well as the
countless discussions and visits to Canberra.
This is a very big win for Australian small
business and could not have been achieved
without collective will and energy of all
those involved.
For further information regarding industry
and advocacy issues contact MGA TMA
Timber Merchants Australia via www.
mgatma.com.au, or call Ann Sanfey on
0411 866 716 or email ann.sanfey@mga.
asn.au
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019
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INDUSTRY NEWS

La Trobe upgrade
Building has begun on a $100 million Victorian mass timber project.
Buildings not included in this map
Campus Services 146
La Trobe Wildlife Sanctuary 60
Union Building 131
RD1 104
RD2 87
CAVAL 646

261
323

118

134

174

275

267

1238

305

185

110

185
197
246

115

2
8
3

2
4
6
532

133
1
1
6

153

Above: The university’s planned rooftop solar farm. Top: A render of the new student accommodation at
La Trobe’s Bundoora Campus
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C

onstruction has recently started on a 624bed student accommodation project at La
Trobe University’s Melbourne campus. Part of
the university’s $5bn Bundoora campus
transformation plan, the accommodation
consists of two large mass-timber buildings,
designed by Jackson Clements Burrows
Architects and built by Multiplex.
Set into an area of natural beauty, the
design incorporates most of the existing
trees into the placement and shape of the
design. Much of the building is being
prefabricated offsite, making construction at
the university quick and relatively noise-free,
which will lessen the disruption to students,
locals and the wildlife that also calls the uni
grounds home.
Each building will consist of a series of
apartments (single to six-bed), including 13
accessible units, and common amenities
spaces. New technologies will help to make
the buildings sustainable and
environmentally conscious spaces.
“Our exceptional new accommodation will
www.timbertradernews.com
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La Trobe University Melbourne campus
Roof top solar project
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News snippets

F

WPA is launching a new brand, ‘The
Ultimate Renewable’, which aims to

improve community attitudes towards
the timber industry by educating the
public about the comprehensive
environmental benefits and sustainable
production of timber. A free launch will
be held at Pullman Sydney Hyde Park
on Wednesday 5 June at 6pm. To
register, or find links to the Brisbane
event on 10 June and Perth event on 11
June, visit www.eventbrite.com.au/e/
the-ultimate-renewable-sydneytickets-61857957817
enable more of our students to live on
campus, close to where they are studying,”
said La Trobe’s Vice-Chancellor Professor
John Dewar. He also highlighted the 500
direct and indirect jobs that will be created
by the development.
The environmental focus of the project
comes as part of La Trobe’s plans to become
Victoria’s first zero-emissions university by
2029. In a separate announcement 10 days
out from the Federal Election, Dewar
welcomed a Labor promise for $5 million
towards a rooftop solar farm at the
Bundoora campus.
This funding will speed up the installation
of 6775 solar panels on 27 buildings, which
is due to begin this year. It will equate to the
capacity of more than 400 home solar
systems and supply up to half the campus’
daily power usage.

La Trobe plans to be
Victoria’s first zeroemissions university.
Dewar welcomed the announcement, “La
Trobe recognises the social, environmental
and economic importance of reducing our
carbon footprint.
“We’ve already been quietly making
substantial progress; almost 3000 solar
panels have been installed on rooftops at
regional campuses in Shepparton, Bendigo
and Albury Wodonga, and are already
reducing emissions,” he added.
For more, visit www.latrobe.edu.au/
about/vision/future-city

W

oodSolutions’ Mid-rise Advisory
team has produced a summary of

the 2019 changes to the National
Construction Code, which increases the
range of buildings, up to an effective
height of 25m, in which fire-protected
timber construction systems can be
used. These changes follow advocacy
from FWPA and mean the range of
buildings in which timber solutions are
now approved has significantly
extended, which opens up new
opportunities for builders and fabricators
in the currently slowed-down domestic
housing market. For more, or for ways
in which you can contact the team for
their free consultancy services, visit
www.woodsolutions.com.au/
blog/2019-changes-nationalconstruction-code-ncc

T

imberbiz reports that South Australia’s
Liberal government has delivered a

positive set of terms for the Select
Committee of the Legislative Council to
be established to enquire into and report
on exporting wood fibre and other
matters regarding the timber industry in
the Limestone Coast of South Australia.
Issues including water licensing,
growing the timber industry and
securing domestic timber supply will
form part of the inquiry. For details, visit
www.timberbiz.com.au/sa-inquiry-to-

Above: Existing trees are protected wherever possible and green space is incorporated into the design,
helping both students and local fauna to feel at home.

focus-on-forestry-present-and-future/

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.

www.timbertradernews.com
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The new Noosa
boardwalk

A path that will last
Accoya modified timber forms the basis of a long-lasting
refurbishment to a popular Queensland boardwalk.

N

oosa is one of Queensland’s key tourism
hotspots, and a combination of big
crowds, coastal climate and semi-regular
extreme weather events on the Sunshine
Coast mean infrastructure has to be tough.
This 400-metre Noosa boardwalk project
replaced a dilapidated walk along a popular
stretch connecting Little Cove to the
entrance of Noosa National Park. It was
completed below budget and two months
ahead of schedule by Hutchinson Builders.

10 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

It features over 60m3 of Accoya wood.
Sourced from FSC-certified forests, Accoya
is treated with an acetylation process that
helps it resist rot, giving it a lifespan of 50
years guaranteed above ground, or 25 years
in ground or freshwater.
Architect Grant Calder of Flexure won the
commission from Noosa Shire Council to
oversee the design and construction phases.
One of the key concerns was minimal
environmental impact both during the build

and post completion. This was one of the
factors that decided Accoya as a main
material. It has superior dimensional
stability, meaning the structure is durable
and won’t warp, shrink or swell, making
maintenance minimal. A lightweight
material, it was easily manoeuvred into
place, and was low-stress for the builders to
work with, given it’s effectively a softwood
with the durability of the best hardwoods.
Its high thermal break in direct sunlight and
warm climates means there’s no risk of
splintering, making it a barefoot-friendly
material for beach-going pedestrians.
The new structure is wider and more
curving than the old, with all decking,
seating and stairs constructed from Accoya.
It includes seating, viewing points and LED
lighting with movement sensors and timers,
(making life easy for many users who are
surfers arriving before the crack of dawn),
plus a car ride home-friendly surfboardshaped shower, which was hand-carved
locally, also using Accoya wood.
The design retained 99% of the existing
coastal rainforest and has already received
the coveted Regional Green Space Award
from the Australian Institute of Horticulture.
With kids, barefoot surfers and the local
koalas all regular visitors, the boardwalk
needed to be wholly non-toxic. The Accoya,
supplied by Britton Timbers’ sub-distributor
Gowan Lea Timbers, and Certified Cradle to
Cradle™ Gold, met every requirement from
the council with ease.
Calder said, “Our primary focus for this
project was quality; we wanted to design a
boardwalk built to last, that curves between
the trees and offers many places to stop,
rest and enjoy the natural setting and views.”
When it came to materials, he added,
“Accoya was the natural choice. The product
has durability in a soft wood that is better
than the highest durability hardwood, and
therefore it’s very easy to build with. Its
50-year guarantee offers peace of mind and
reduced maintenance requirements. In
addition to that, its sustainability is
important to us – this boardwalk showcases
our environment whilst protecting it too.”
For a list of local Accoya distributors, visit
www.accoya.com/where-to-buy/australia
www.timbertradernews.com
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Accoya is effectively
a softwood with the
durability of the best
hardwoods.
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FRAME 2019
The 21st Frame Australia event, Timber
Offsite Construction, will be held at Crown
Promenade Melbourne on 17–18 June.
Monday consists of speaker presentations
that will provide an extensive overview of
timber frame and mass wood offsite
construction, while Tuesday morning’s panel
sessions will discuss four different building
projects utilising timber offsite construction
systems, followed by afternoon workshops
run by specialised experts. Networking
opportunities and top industry display
booths will also feature.
For full details or to book, visit www.
frameaustralia.com

PHOTO: MICHAELJAYBERLIN/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

JUNE
SYDNEY TIMBER TOOLS &
ARTISAN SHOW
Part shopping fest, part artisan demo with
chances to try something new or upgrade
your skills in a workshop. The old Working
With Wood show has reinvented itself to
celebrate handcrafts, both the process
and the end result. Check out everything
from Lucas portable sawmills to
marquetry, or sidestep into blacksmithing.
For full details, visit www.timberand
workingwithwoodshow.com.au

2019 TIMBER DESIGN AWARDS
Open to anyone involved in the design or
building of structures that feature timber, the
20th Australian Timber Design Awards is
currently open for nominations (closing 28
July). Categories include residential, public
and commercial design, landscaping, interior
fitouts and furniture or joinery.
For full details and entry forms, visit
www.timberdesignawards.com.au

JULY
PTEC 2019
The 5th Pacific Timber Engineering
Conference will be held in Brisbane on
10–12 July. Bringing together academics,
developers and builders to discuss the
latest in timber construction, the event
aims to build networks. Sponsorships
are still available.
For full details, visit www.civil.uq.edu.
au/5th-pacific-timber-engineeringconference-ptec-2019.

OCTOBER
TABMA EVENTS
The 2019 National TABMA Awards Dinner
will be held at Sydney’s Doltone House at
Hyde Park on 18 October. Meanwhile,
TABMA’s fanciest event, the 2019 Timber
Industry Gala Evening, will have a Casino
Night theme this year and be held on 26
October at the Eagle Farm Racecourse,
Ascot, Qld. Get those dates into your
plans early. For more on both, visit
www.tabma.com.au

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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Australian Oak flooring at the University of
Melbourne, colour matched to blackbutt.

Floors with more

A

ustralian Sustainable Hardwoods (ASH)
has launched Australian Oak, an
innovative and customisable engineered
flooring range based on the results of an
exhaustive survey of flooring specifiers,
which asked the industry leaders for their
preference, uses, issues and improvements.
A simple 5-step online process helps
customers tweak their choices to fit their
needs perfectly. Options start with Step 1
Size and then Step 2 Grade, with both
Select grade and Feature grade available.
ASH’s research shows consumers want a
floor with either high character or one with
little character – and not a mix, which is
common in many flooring products.
Step 3 gives a range of finish options,
from smooth through light brushed to deep
brushed, while Step 4 Colour opens up the
potential combinations enormously. More
than 10 standard colours are available and
near-endless customisation is possible,
including colour matching on request.
Finally Step 5 lets buyers choose a lustre
from Matte, Satin Gloss or High Gloss. All in
all it represents over 300 possible
combinations in the standard range alone.
“We wanted to create a flooring range that
ticks all of the boxes we’re known for,” says
Daniel Wright, ASH’s marketing manager. “If
12 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

“We wanted to create
flooring with a
winning combination
of flexibility in design,
locally produced
sustainable product
and superb value.”
you buy from ASH, you expect a winning
combination of flexibility in design, locally
produced sustainable product, high in quality
but representing superb value for money,
and an ability to match with our other
products for ‘consistent flow of design’.”
The engineered board is created from
ASH’s sustainably harvested hardwood
pressed to a super stable, cross-laminated
hardwood ply. This creates a floor with a
better life expectancy than a traditional solid

timber floor. Design options include a wide
plank, herringbone, Versailles parquetry
panels and more. Floors are pre-coated with
a world-class hardwax oil developed by
Danish company, Vesting, and are thick
enough to be sanded and re-polished
multiple times throughout their life.
Engineered flooring has grown in
popularity in recent years and now makes up
about half the Australian market. However,
since most product is international,
customisation is almost impossible and
delivery can take up to three months. Not
with Australian Oak.
“Your customisable floor will be ready
inside 2 weeks from ordering and all of the
value adding is done right here in Melbourne
by a Melbourne-owned and operated
business,” says Wright. “It really is unique.
It’s a great example of Aussie innovation
making great use of a valuable timber
resource, and we’re very proud of that fact.”
For full details on the Australian Oak
flooring range, visit www.vicash.com.au/
engineered-timber-flooring

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news at
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters

www.timbertradernews.com
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ASH’s new engineered flooring is exactly what the customer asks for.
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Swadlings on
the move
W
When Rozelle stalwart
Swadlings Timber &
Hardware was forced out of
the peninsula where it had
served the community for
over a century, it took the
chance to design a perfect
new site in St Peters.
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estConnex has seen several muchloved businesses pushed out of
Sydney’s Inner West to make room for the
road-building scheme. But St Peters has had
one big gain. Swadlings Timber & Hardware,
long a valued fixture in Rozelle, has moved to
a new site at 21 Unwins Bridge Rd.
The timber professionals, who had
operated in one guise or another for 130-odd
years on the Balmain peninsula, have moved
their entire operation, including an enormous
timber yard, hardware and building supplies to
what used to be a container yard, bringing a
much-needed resource to builders in the city.
“We had three weeks to move in the end,”
says Mark Swadling, managing director.
“WestConnex had told us they wanted the
old site, but it took a long time to find a new

one that met our needs, and when we did,
the development approvals took months.”
Late in 2018, building had only recently
begun on the new store and Swadlings had
applied for an extension, since WestConnex
was nowhere near ready to start work in
Rozelle. Instead, on 20 December, they
were asked to vacate by 7 January.
“We opened for trade in St Peters on the
seventh,” says Swadling, with a touch of
understandable pride. It took three weeks of
almost constant work: the hardware store
and shed racks were ready, but none of the
outside racks had been built, so Swadlings
used the mill space to store all the timber and
unpacked it over January/February as they
built the sheds. “We put our fastest movers
in the first shed, our second-fastest in the
www.timbertradernews.com
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second shed and the slower-moving ones in
the last shed we built,” says Swadling.
Regular customers weren’t aware of the
juggle – orders were filled as usual and even
special order moulding profiles were cut at
the family’s other store in Annandale. The St
Peters milling facility will soon be operating,
which will improve the already quick service.
“Our biggest selling items are framing
timbers for builders, but it’s our specialist
hardwood knowledge that really sets us
apart,” says Swadling. “That’s the stuff that
we really enjoy. If customers need to match
unique skirtings in the old part of the house
and continue them in the new, we’ll make
new cutters to produce those skirtings, plus
match the timbers for them if needed.”
Famous brands such as Branch 95, Hyne,
Parkside, Ironwood Australia and Tilling Timber
are all selling from Swadlings, but Swadling
also makes use of his brother’s timber mill in
Taree: “He employs about 35 people and we
sell a lot of his green and recycled hardwood
– blackbutt and ironbark predominantly –
which helps us when we’re trying to match
things such as old posts and beams.”
A joinery shop is also being set up on site,
to add benchtops, tables, shelves and
staircases to the offer.

PHOTOS: COURTESY SWADLINGS; DONYALE HARRISON

TIME TO CELEBRATE
Early May saw the official grand reopening,
with a gala event taking up the whole site,
featuring live music, drinks, hot waffles and
nibblies and a raft of industry faces. Norm
and Judy Tillling as well as Brad Saunders and
Andrew Chedzey from Parkside flew in for
the event. Loyal customers were encouraged
to wander around the new premises and
familiarise themselves with the layout.
Mark’s indefatigable wife Nicola ran the
opening – “He’s had enough on his plate this
year!” she insisted, and the team were
excited to show off the rebuild. While retail
customers can come straight into the 60-spot
carpark off Unwins Bridge Rd (or use nearby
Sydenham station), deliveries can use the
rear entrance on Bolton St, which has an
easy drive-in, drive-out route, designed to
speed loading and unloading plus keep trucks
away from areas where people are likely to
be walking through and minimise traffic on
the residential road.
“The site is about the same actual size as
Rozelle,” says Swadling, “but the functionality
is much better as we’ve been able to design
the layout from scratch.”
Several other parts of the business are
similarly being upgraded. “Our delivery
service is up and running, all over Sydney,”
Swadling says, referencing a current job at
the Camden Valley Inn where Swadlings is
supplying CRE8 Carpentry with all materials.
“We open at 6am, which means people
can get their timber and be on site by seven,
www.timbertradernews.com

Clockwise from left: Mark Swadling has overseen
the new development; Mark and Nicola Swadling;
a huge opening party saw prominent industry
members and customers party long into the
night in early May; the building supply yard was
converted into a bandstage; the covered yard in
its normal guise. Opposite from top: A wide range
of timber mouldings is held in stock and more can
be milled on site; Swadlings is also representing
Ironwood recycled timber.

even in Sydney traffic. Soon we’ll have
picking and packing in place, where you can
order completely online and just drive
through to pick it up.”
The new online system is being trialled
and should go live in the new financial year,
along with a new website that is planned to
be a one-stop shop for timber, including
training modules as well as buying support.

Swadling is also educating local builders on
the quirks of hardwoods. He says, “We’ve
branded ourselves the Timber Professionals; I
don’t think there’s anywhere else in Sydney
you can get our range and expertise all in one
shop. And if we don’t stock a product, we
can use the mill to make it!”
For more, visit www.swadlingstimberand
hardware.com.au
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019
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Fire safety
T

imber merchants are generally good
about regulation. They know the product
they sell has to be fit for purpose, and
educate themselves on the relevant
Australian Standards and other codes.
But in NSW, some suppliers have missed
an amendment by the Rural Fire Service
(RFS) that applies to decking among other
external timbers.
Jason Israel of Toronto Timbers flagged
the issue with TTN. He says, “We’re in the
Newcastle area, so people up our way are
quite aware of fire safety when it comes to
timber for construction. But as I travel
around the Greater Sydney area, I see a lot
of people who are selling BAL-19 timbers for
decking. They’re going by the Australian
Standard, but they’re missing the fact
there’s an RFS amendment that means all
those timbers should be BAL-29 at least.”
Mark Hawkins, Development Planning and
Policy officer at the Rural Fire Service, spoke
with TTN to explain the situation.
“After the 2009 Victorian bushfires, the
Australian Standard 3959 was changed to
become the 2009 version of that standard.
When it did, the RFS decided that some
of the protection in the new standard had
left out crucial protection components,”
Hawkins says.
For certain elements, such as decking and
other house-surrounding elements on the
horizontal plane, it was decided that the
protection afforded by the previous standard
should be implemented.
“We prepared an Addendum Appendix (3)
for our Planning for Bushfire Protection
(PBP) guide,” says Hawkins, ”and ever since
then we have asked for the requirements for
certain elements of the Australian standards,
largely decking timbers and some other
ancillary items, in BAL-12.5 and BAL-19 to be
raised to BAL-29 for compliance.
“We used our stakeholder relationships to
have the National Construction Code, which
sits above the building code of Australia and
then sits above AS 3959, reference the PBP

16 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

“There’s a real focus
on the first 400mm
above any horizontal
surface. That’s where
a lot of the ember
damage has been
recorded.”
details because it provides a higher level of
protections. The new NCC came in on 1
May and in NSW it has a state-specific
variation which references the new PBP.”

THE WHYS AND HOWS
The reason for the focus on decking timbers
is that they represent a particular risk to
homes in the event of an approaching fire.
“There’s a real focus on the first 400mm
above any horizontal surface,” says Hawkins.
“The big provision with damage from
bushfires is the ember attack. Embers fly
through the air and at some point they drop
out of the air and the wind is going to
continue to push them. They become
basically an ember shower, roughly within
the first 400mm of the ground, and they’ll
roll along the ground at terrific speed
because if you’ve got a terrible bushfire,
you’ve usually got a terrible wind.
“That first 400mm is where a lot of the
damage has been recorded, and that’s why
the standards focus on extra protection at
that first 400mm.”
The legislation is confusing, particularly
because some parts have not yet gone
through the NSW parliament (see below)
but for builders seeking to meet the
standards, things are much simpler.
PBP has a deemed to satisfy process, or,
for those who want to take the option of

going by performance, RFS has the capacity
within legislation to be able to send any
performance measures for approval. “We
have the pre-release of PBP-2019 on our
website,” says Hawins. “A lot of it has
changed, a lot of science has been put into it
and it can be used as a performance solution.”
“We are currently working closely with the
Department of Planning and Environment
(DPE) to finalise and legislate PBP-2019 and
anticipate that will occur in September 2019,”
Hawkins says. “Until the new PBP is
published and legislated, the current 2006
edition of PBP will remain in force. The
transitional arrangements that were put in
place when the pre-release version of PBP
2018 was published have been extended.
Proposals that comply with the requirements
of the pre-release version of PBP 2018 can
still to be considered as a performance
solution that complies with PBP 2006.
“The 2019 edition of the National
Construction Code (NCC) came into effect on
1 May 2019 and references AS3959:2018. As
PBP 2006 remains legislated in NSW,
AS3959:2009 will continue to be referenced
by PBP (as modified by Addendum Appendix
3). This means that currently, to comply with
PBP 2006 the requirements of AS 3959:2009
will need to be satisfied. However for any
Complying Development Certificates or
Construction Certificate lodged on or after
1 May 2019, the plans and specifications
will still need to show compliance with
AS 3959:2009.”
Any questions about Planning for Bush
Fire Protection can be sent to PBP2018@
rfs.nsw.gov.au. The following is the wording
from the soon to be available PBP-2019.
7.5 Additional construction requirements
To ensure the performance criteria for
construction standards given in section 7.5.1.1
can be met, PBP adopts a suite of additional
measures over and above AS 3959:2009 and
the NASH Standard as follows:
•
construction measures for ember
www.timbertradernews.com
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Stronger fire protection requirements for external structures in NSW are being missed by
some timber suppliers, but the Rural Fire Service is available to help.
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•
•

protection at the lower bush fire attack
levels (BAL-12.5 and BAL-19) provided
by AS 3959;
construction measures for development
in the Flame Zone; and
requirements over and above the
performance criteria contained within
AS 1530.8.1 and AS 1530.8.2 apply in
regards to flaming.

7.5.1 Ember protection
Based on a review of AS 3959 and through
the findings from the 2009 Victorian
Bushfires Royal Commission, PBP aims to
maintain the safety levels previously provided
by AS 3959:1999 in relation to ember
protection at lower bush fire attack levels.
In particular, the areas addressed are in
relation to:
•
sarking
•
subfloor screening
www.timbertradernews.com

•
•
•
•

floors
verandas, decks, steps, ramps and
landings
timber support posts and beams
fascia and bargeboards

7.5.1.1 NSW State Variations under
G5.2(a) (i) and 3.10.5.0(c)(i) of the NCC
Certain provisions of AS 3959-2018 are
varied in NSW based on the findings of the
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission and
bush fire industry research.
The following variations to AS 3959 apply
in NSW for the purposes of NSW G5.2(a)(i)
of Volume One and NSW 3.10.5.0(c)(i) of
Volume Two of the NCC.
(i) clause 3.10 of AS 3959 is deleted and
any sarking used for BAL-12.5, BAL-19, BAL29 or BAL-40 shall be:
a) Non-combustible; or
b) Comply with AS/NZS 4200.1, be

installed on the outside of the frame and
have a flammability index of not more than 5
as determined by AS 1530.2 and
(ii) clause 5.2 and 6.2 of AS 3959 is
replaced by clause 7.2 of AS 3959, except
that any wall enclosing the subfloor space
need only comply with the wall requirements
for the respective BAL; and
(iii) clause 5.7 and 6.7 of AS 3959 is
replaced by clause 7.7 of AS 3959, except
that any wall enclosing the subfloor space
need only comply with the wall requirements
for the respective BAL; and
(iv) Fascias and bargeboards, in BAL 40,
shall comply with:
a) clause 8.4.1 of AS 3959; or
b) clause 8.6.6 of AS 3959; or
c) Section 9 of AS 3959.
For the full PBP publications, visit
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-andprepare/building-in-a-bush-fire-area
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019
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Best dressed
Timber cladding combines architectural beauty with a long-lasting,
natural, fire-resistant product that brings multiple benefits to the
end user without high costs or installation difficulties.
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very building needs a skin. Whether
timber-framed domestic residences, or
big commercial ventures, it’s the cladding
that presents the building’s ‘face’ to the
world. Increasingly, clients are considering
multiple factors when it comes to that face:
appearance is obviously important, but
sustainability, maintenance and fire safety all
rank highly in the decision-making process.
For Harley Graham, founder and creative
director at Byron-based Harley Graham
Architects (HGA), that process often leads to
timber as an answer. ”We’re an emerging
architecture firm that deals with warm, earthy
modernism,” Graham says. “The materiality of
the building is very important to us, and how
it sits in the site. More and more, we’ve been
looking towards cladding our buildings in dark
colours and especially in recycled timber.”
HGA has won commissions around the
country and engages with clients strongly on
materials choice. “They’re using timber for
multiple reasons,” says Graham. “It’s the
look, the ease, the embodied carbon
sequestered in the wood, that it’s both
recyclable and often recycled… We buy a lot
of our timber recycled from Kennedy’s
Timbers, so it’s not a huge transport cost –
Brisbane is essentially local for us. People
appreciate the fact it’s a natural product, and
there aren’t many natural products that are
maintenance free.”

Graham describes taking clients to the
Kennedy’s yard and picking through stock
“like kids in a candy store”.
But it’s the results that have driven client
satisfaction: “We’re buying old bridges and
wool stores, usually ironbark, that have been
milled down into large-format weatherboard
cladding,” he says. “We can put that up on a
building with stainless steel screws and
we’re done. So many clients are asking for

“They’re buying
timber for multiple
reasons. It’s the look,
the ease, the carbon,
sequestered…”

Above: Two Halves House by Moloney Architects. Top: Weathertex Classic Smooth 200mm boards. Opposite, clockwise from top: The Lindis, with its
remarkable timber-clad roof; Weathergroove 75mm smooth used internally; clear gloss exterior coating; vertical cladding on Marrickville Courtyard House.

www.timbertradernews.com
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Panelised timber cladding is quick to
install. Here Weathergroove Natural
150mm panels are used.

low-maintenance buildings and we can use
this recycled timber, put it straight up on the
facade and it’s done forever.”
Graham isn’t the only architect who’s
been buying cladding from Kennedy’s.
“We’re seeing brilliant uses of our product,”
says Michael Kennedy. “A lot of commercial
buildings are using it over concrete and steel
structures to soften the building into the
landscape. We’ve just done a job on The

Above: Timber cladding products also provide dramatic internal surfaces. Here Weathertex’s
Weathergroove in Smooth 150mm is used.
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doesn’t take up space, but you’ll sell more
product and, if you’re using different profiles,
it will help soften and absorb sound.”

THE LOOK THAT LASTS
For builders and clients who want to keep
the natural colour of the timber rather than
let it grey off, a wide range of natural and
tinted coatings are available to retain the
look or add colour or other protection. Many
suppliers pre-coat cladding, but new
formulations make it easy for even DIYers to
apply on site if necessary.
“We pre-coat probably 90% of our
products,” says Kennedy. “Mostly using a
penetrative oil – there’s a number of good
products on the market from Intergrain,
Cutec and Resene. For people who want it
to grey off, we might give it a grey tint so
you get that aged look early, or we’ll do a
Shou Sugi Ban finish, a burnt, charred look,
which is popular in Victoria.”
The deep black tones of the charred finish,
where the timber is literally burned, are UV
and insect resistant, as well as visually
arresting. However, the charcoal can rub off
onto passers by. A new water-based product
from Intergrain is specifically designed to
solve this problem.
“Most people think of timber stains as
being translucent,” says Sonia Tousis, senior
brand manager at Intergrain. “Our new
Intergrain Industrial Solid Timber Stain is
different. It provides an opaque effect, so it
gives a really intense depth of colour, but,
unlike paint, it won’t mask the texture.
Instead, it penetrates the timber and provides
the opacity and intensity of colour without
changing the look, it lets that beautiful
charred timber texture come through.”
As well as protecting residents’ clothes,
the stain can also be used on standard
timbers to provide a rich blackness. “You
www.timbertradernews.com
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“Timber makes you
feel good. Kids learn
more in schools,
people feel happier,
customers buy more.”

Lindis lodge in Waitaki, New Zealand where
they used it on the roof of a resort structure
to look like a rolling hill. It’s just gorgeous.”
He agrees with Graham that the explosion
of timber cladding is driven by much more
than looks. “Wood outranks every other
building material by a significant margin
when it comes to the environment,” Kennedy
says. “But on top of that is the fact that it’s
durable, it’s fire resistant and – the thing
we’re seeing now, particularly in commercial
applications, is what’s termed the biophilia
effect of using timber. Essentially, it makes
you feel good. Research shows kids learn
more in schools, people feel happier in
offices and homes, and customers buy more
in cafes, bars and retail spaces that have a
lot of timber in them.”
Kennedy says that even a thin veneer is
enough to trigger the effect. “You can have
the cladding just 4mm thick inside. So it

NOTHING BEATS THE
WARMTH OF WOOD
Kennedy’s extensive range of interior and exterior timber cladding options are suitable for all
Australian conditions. High durability timbers such as Spotted Gum, Ironbark, Blackbutt and
Tallowwood provide unique aesthetic appeal and long term superior performance with a broad
selection of widths, thicknesses and finishes, the design possibilities are endless!

The Lindis, Ahuriri Valley,
South Island, New Zealand.

FOR YOUR
TIMBER SAMPLE BOX

PLEASE CALL
(07) 3293 0528
OR ORDER ONE
ONLINE

HEAD OFFICE:

228 Potassium Street, Narangba, Queensland 4504
Phone : +61 (07) 3293 0528

MELBOURNE:

45 Fabio Court, Campbellfield, Victoria 3061
Phone : +61 (03) 9359 0300

SYDNEY:

11 Production Avenue, Warragamba, New South Wales 2752
Phone: +61 (02) 4774 2888

WWW.KENNEDYSTIMBERS.COM.AU
f

kennedystimbers

kennedystimbers e sales@kennedystimbers.com.au
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Coatings help natural timber colours to
last, as in this Sorrento beach house.

“You can brush or spray it on. For the initial
application, the product has been formulated
to allow for easy pre-coating in the factory,
whether by spray or in a vacuum coating
machine or a painting machine like our
Ceetec machines. Because it’s a low-VOC
product, it makes it safer for the employees
to use. When they’re installed on site,
pieces just require a touch-up for any cut
ends or holes.”
Kennedy says the cost of pre-coating is
usually a significant saving overall. “It’s
cheaper and faster for people like us to do it
in production than to do it on a building site.”

EASY DOES IT

Cladding mixes well
with other materials.

Weathergroove
150mm in Smooth
used externally.
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One innovative Australian product combines
the best qualities of standard timber
cladding with the ease of panelised cladding.
Weathertex chips, pulps and presses
sustainably grown hardwoods with 3%
natural wax to make boards and panels that
come in a multiple board or ‘groove’ widths,
with a range of smooth or textured finishes,
in Natural or Primed ready for painting.
Vanda Correia, national marketing manager
for Weathertex, says both builders and
specifiers find the range attractive. “For
builders, it’s lightweight and easy to cut and
install. You don’t need special tools and,
especially for the panelised product, they
can finish projects much faster than if they
use something like fibre cement.
“When it comes to specifiers, our Natural
range was the first manufactured product to
get Platinum Global Greentag certification in
the world. That’s their highest rating and it
assesses the whole lifecycle, from sourcing
timber right through to the waste at the end.
Our product is basically two ingredients:
hardwood and wax, but the sugars and
starches are removed during manufacture,
www.timbertradernews.com
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won’t get the crocodile-skin charred look, but
you will get a matt effect with a slight sheen,
much like charcoal itself,” says Tousis.
It’s one more in Intergrain’s range of
professional finishes designed for cladding,
joining NaturalStain and UltraDeck in
providing a durable, long-lasting finish.
“UltraDeck is every bit as good for cladding
as for decking,“ Tousis says. “It’s a little more
transparent, more of a water-based oil-type
product. NaturalStain has a bit more pigment
through it, so comes in a broader range of
colours, from whites and greys to reds and
deeper browns, 16 in all. It’s very durable,
we’ve had instances with it on cladding for
two years untouched and still doing well.”
Generally Tousis recommends inspecting
coated cladding after 12 months to see
when it requires touching up. “It’s a very
easy process, even for DIYers,” she says.

COVER FEATURE
whether that’s in bold boards as with
Moloney Architects’ Two Halves House, or
with a play of textures, such as those in the
Marrickville Courtyard House by David Boyle.
It’s incredibly versatile, outside and in.”

LOW RISK OPTION
These days, the words cladding and timber
both bring up fire concerns for the lay
person, but timber is vastly less flammable
than many common cladding materials.
“Our panels and boards are rated to BAL19,” says Correia, “which is great for most
urban use. Timber is combustible, but it
burns more slowly than many other building
materials, and very predictably.”
Other hardwoods have even higher BAL
ratings. “We use a lot of ironbark and
tallowwood,” says Graham. “They’re two of
the set that rate BAL-29, so we help
consumers understand what that means.”
The higher rating means buildings are able
to resist ignition at heat up to 29kW/m2,
improving the chance of making it through a
fire event. More importantly, timber burns
slowly, unlike synthetic cladding options.
“It’s a product that rewards throughout its
whole lifecycle,” says Graham. “We’ve just
put up houses at Wategos Beach where the
ironbark came out of some woolstores out
west. That’s part of those houses’ story
now, but if the time comes when we take
them down, that timber can be used again.”
Kennedy agrees: “When timber gets to
the end of its life, it’s worth as much in
dollar terms as when it went in and you can
use it again. It’s a fantastic product.”
For more, visit www.harleygraham.
com, www.kennedystimbers.com.au,
www.intergrain.com.au or www.
weathertex.com.au

From left: Cladding sets up a rhythm that changes the viewer’s perception of space. Narrow boards used externally and vertically increase the apparent size of
a dwelling; Weathertex Selflok Ecogroove 150mm Smooth boards on the ceiling enclose the large space, their simple self-locking system aligns every board.
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Correia. “That’s taken
off very quickly, and
we have it in the
Natural as well as the
Primed Smooth. We
made a conscious
decision to make it
work for both builders
and interior designers
and we’re pushing at
both ends, whereas in
the past we
predominantly focused
on our product as an
external facade.
Charcoal finishes, both charred Shou Sugi Ban and matt coatings, give
classic timber claddings a contemporary edge.
“The demand for
internal use product is
coming from the end
which means termites aren’t interested.”
user – people like the textures internally, they
The large panels come in sizes up to
like breaking away from a plain painted wall.”
3.66m, which makes them quick to install
As with classic timber cladding, Correia
and minimises waste.
points out that Weathertex timber products
“Our Natural product doesn’t have to be
are extremely low-maintenance. “People
sealed, it can be left as it is and it will start
sometimes assume timber requires work,
silvering off like traditional timber. It has
but as long as you have breathable sarking
10-year warranty not to rot, crack or split,”
underneath – that deters mould – and you
says Correia. “Our Primed products have a
put a little thought into the whole system,
25-year warranty, but the Natural has only
including the insulation, it all works brilliantly
been on the market for 10 years so far.”
together to create a home that is comfortable
A raft of fixing options, including systems
as well as aesthetically pleasing.”
that automatically align the boards, means
Vertical grooves are proving another
builders don’t need specialists to install the
strong trend with both architectural
product. As Correia says, “With Primelok, it’s
specifiers and builders, but Correia says that
almost impossible to screw it up if you use
there is a lot more variety on show when it
our accessories and the starter strip.”
comes to cladding than in the past. “Mixing
The ease of use has seen the panel
profiles is a big thing. Using the vertical as
product also become popular for internal
well as the horizontal, using the Primed with
applications, which has driven the release of
the Natural, or even using the Natural with
a new, on-trend option. “We recently
brick, natural stone or stacked stone.”
launched the Weathergroove 75mm, which
Tousis agrees. “Timber cladding has
is a panel with a thinner groove,” says
become a bit of an architectural star,
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Selflok Ecogroove 150 Smooth

Weathergroove 75 Smooth

Selflok Ecogroove 150 Natural

Weathertex is a sustainable panel and weatherboard supplier, offering the perfect natural timber cladding
solution. Available in all styles for all projects and loved by Builders, Architects, Specifiers and DIYers Australia
wide.
Weathertex’s Natural Range offers a unique appearance with the characteristics of raw undressed timber.
The only timber product in the market to offer a warranty, the Natural Range comes with a 10 year warranty
not to rot, split or crack and is Platinum GreenTag certified.
FREE ONLINE samples and takeoff service.
Simply go to weathertex.com.au for cladding you can trust, naturally.

Cladding you can trust, naturally.

weathertex.com.au

WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

Missing inaction
F

or whatever reason, occasionally
employees vanish from the workplace
without a word as to their intentions. It
doesn’t happen very often, but when it does
occur, it leaves employers in the invidious
position of not knowing whether the
employee intends to return to work at any
stage. There are recommended processes
an employer should follow, and Atlas Steel
will undoubtedly take note in the future after
being required to pay a former employee
$7000.
Orry Thomson was employed by Atlas as
a welder in mid 2017 on a working holiday
visa. Atlas subsequently started the process
to sponsor Orry for a Temporary Skills
26 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

Shortage visa, as welders are notoriously
difficult to find in Australia. This involved
Atlas paying $3000 to commence the
process of obtaining a visa for Orry.
In June 2018 Orry and another employee
had a dispute on a job site, during the
course of which the other employee is
alleged to have threatened physical harm
and deportation. Orry attempted to speak to
a Director of Atlas regarding the issue, but
was unable to do so. He also reported the
altercation to the police.
Following a visit to the workplace, Orry
saw his doctor, and was put on 2 weeks’
leave for stress and anxiety. A workers
compensation claim was lodged, and

although rejected, was later settled by the
company for four weeks’ pay.
Atlas asserted that after leaving the
workplace on 22 June, they had no contact
from Orry to explain his absence. After three
days’ absence without explanation, Atlas
withdrew their application for a visa for Orry,
effectively terminating his employment.
Orry maintained that he had provided
a medical certificate and a copy of his
workers compensation claim form, so Atlas
should have been aware that he was unwell.
Atlas claimed that those documents were
not provided to it until well after the
termination of Orry’s employment for
abandonment.
www.timbertradernews.com
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When can you safely conclude an employee has abandoned their employment?

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE
Crucially, Atlas did not attempt to contact
Orry after three days’ absence to find out
why he wasn’t at work before withdrawing
the application for a visa. The Fair Work
Commission (FWC) stated that this would
be the minimum expectation of any
employer in the circumstances, but at the
time, Atlas saw no need to do this.
The FWC was not satisfied that the mere
fact of an employee being absent for three
days is enough justification to treat the
employment as having been abandoned.
Instead, it should be a trigger for further
investigation to ascertain the circumstances
before deciding on a course of action.
When considering remedy for having been
dismissed without a valid reason, the FWC
took into account:
• Atlas has 19 employees;
• Orry had been employed less than 12
months;
• Orry had been found by WorkSafe to be
the aggressor in the incident, and had a
history of frustrating, if legitimate,
absences; and
• The skills he held are in demand, and he
wanted to stay in Australia.
While the initial appropriate remedy was
calculated at around $20,000, when the
$5000 workers compensation settlement
was offset, a 20% reduction in
compensation for misconduct and a further
20% reduction for contingencies were
applied, the final compensation figure was in

The FWC was not satisfied that an employee
being absent for three days is enough to treat
the employment as having been abandoned.
the order of $7000. All for failing to attempt
to find out why Orry wasn’t at work.

WHAT’S AN EMPLOYER TO DO?
While it is common for a period of three
days’ absence to be evidence that an
employee may have abandoned their
employment, the employer’s obligation
manifestly does not stop there.
A simple telephone call to ask the reason
for the absence is an excellent idea. Of
course, if an employee has abandoned their
employment, they usually won’t answer the
phone or respond to messages – but that’s
no reason not to try to contact them.
Once an employee has been absent for
three days, it is advisable for the employer
to send the employee a letter by registered
mail to the last known address, or at the
very least, an email to an address that has
been used to communicate with the
employee in the past.
The letter should set out when the
employee last attended work, or when the
employer was last notified the employee

would not be at work. Then it needs to be
clear that the employer is considering that
the employee may have abandoned their
employment, and ask for detailed responses
to two questions:
• Why is the employee absent from work;
and
• Why has the employee not notified that
they would be absent from work?
Reasonable responses to both questions
would be required from the employee. The
employee may be validly absent from work,
e.g. they are ill, but they haven’t notified in
accordance with previously communicated
workplace policy. Or they are validly absent
and notified someone, but the message
failed to reach the right person. Or they may
simply have got another job and not told
anyone.
No decision about the employee’s ongoing
employment should be made until the
employee has had a genuine opportunity to
respond to these questions – which means
a timeframe to respond of no less than
seven days should be offered.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in

TIMBER
SOFTWARE
Coming up in the July 2019 issue of
TimberTrader News we look at:
• Frame and truss packages
• CRM systems to drive sales
• Tracking and the differences it can make
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 7 June, 2019.

www.timbertradernews.com
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TIMBER FLOOR NEWS

BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Parquetry promotion
It’s the best quality and most sustainable flooring, but there are problems to be solved.

T

his month’s column expands on April’s
TTN cover feature on parquetry flooring.
Parquetry focuses on timber sustainability
and recycling. It’s a product long hailed as
the cornerstone of the timber flooring
industry and one on which the idea of
timber’s status as a show of wealth, style
and prestige was built.
April’s story touched on parquetry’s
versatility and stability (it’s the least
problematic of all timber flooring products)
and its potential as a value-adding product
for timber manufacturers, juxtaposed against
the dying art of installing, sanding and
finishing parquetry flooring given the dire
lack of suitably skilled tradesmen.
Feeling passionate as we do about
parquetry and its potential as an enduring
timber flooring product, we thought we’d
address some of the forest-to-floor
challenges for the resurgence of parquetry
as a commercially viable product.
The pressure on timber resources globally
challenges us to use sustainable practices in
the growth, development and use of timber
products. In Brice on Boards TTN May 2014,
we wrote that for this reason “there’s a lot
of potential for the re-emergence of

Herringbone
parquetry
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Parquetry is a more
sustainable use of
timber resources.
parquetry as the premier timber flooring
product” since “historically the recovery rate
in parquetry production utilises the majority
of the designated feed stock in the
manufacture of block and mosaic parquets”,
making it a more sustainable and respectful
use of timber resources compared to the
recovery rate achieved in the production of
structural or direct-stick strip floor boards.
But before we get too carried away with
the idea of a parquetry resurgence or
parquetry production as a value-adding
exercise for timber mills, we should consider
the previous cause of parquetry’s fall from
grace. This was mostly down to the
emergence and promotion of direct-stick
floor boards, a product designed to provide
the trending traditional floorboard look in
homes with concrete floors. It is perhaps a

Installed parquetry
modules

little ironic that the timber flooring products
that brought about the near extinction of the
parquetry floor are the very products that
have contributed to the strain on our timber
resources.

PROMOTING PARQUETRY
Parquetry as a value-adding product is a
great way to recycle material considered
waste from current core products while
supporting timber sustainability. However,
the viability of such strategies will depend
on what the market can bear and without
adequate promotion there will be nothing
to drive demand. In our 2014 article we
wrote “build it and they will come”. What
we should have said is “promote it and
they will come”.
The recent trends for Hamptons homes
and bucolic provincial farmhouse kitchens
have done little to raise awareness of the
beautiful parquetry floors pivotal to the look.
This is due in part to a lack of promotion in
retail outlets, to the perceived inconvenience
of the installation process and skills
shortage, but most significantly due to the
lack of ‘on trend focus’. However, timber
floor innovations in the form of prefinished

Waxing after
sanding parquets

www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Correct way to sand parquetry flooring.

engineered floating parquetry floor modules,
which lend themselves beautifully to the
emerging minimalist and Scandi-inspired
trends, seem set to reopen the door to
traditional parquet flooring options and
revitalisation of the diminishing skills vital
to installation.
Engineered parquet modules are available
as intricate panel designs, such as the very
popular ‘Marie Antoinette’ or individual
boards which can be laid to form many of
the traditional parquet patterns; perhaps one
of the most popular being the herringbone.
The skills needed to set out this type of
flooring are identical to those required for
traditional parquetry, especially when the
engineered elements are to be stuck to the
substrate. On the other hand, sanding and
finishing traditional parquet represents a
different challenge.

SKILLS REQUIRED
One might be forgiven for thinking that
crossing the divide from sanding floorboards
(e.g. strip flooring) to sanding and finishing
parquetry is a small step, however there are
some operational differences. Grain direction
dictates the sanding strategy and parquetry
floors are often intricately patterned, placing
the grain in adjacent modules at differing
tangents. This increases the potential for
grain raise and sanding marks.
There are a number of publications that
address the specifics of sanding and
finishing parquetry, one being the Australian
Standard AS 4786.2 – 2005 Timber Flooring
Part 2: Sanding and finishing 2.3 Basic
Sanding which states:
1 Basic sanding cuts are usually done at
45° to the grain direction as follows:
a. First cut at 45° to the grain direction.
b. Second cut at 90° to first cut.

Above: Wrong way to sand parquetry flooring.

2 For parquetry a further two cuts may be
necessary, the third cut at 45° to the first
cut and the fourth at 90° to the third.
The above images illustrate the correct
and incorrect sanding strategy for
herringbone parquetry.
The sanding and finishing of timber
flooring, parquetry in particular is ‘one of
those things’. It’s a very hands-on, learn on
the job kind of deal, but, understandably,
anyone who’s seen a novice sanding
machine operator flung uncontrolled around
a room or witnessed the disappearance of a
drum sander as it sinks into the subfloor
space, would with good reason be wary of
letting an unskilled person loose on
someone’s nice parquetry timber floor.
It goes without saying that a level of
formal training is required. While the
mechanisms necessary to facilitate the
upskilling or education of individuals
interested in floor sanding and finishing are
in place – LMFFL3604A (the governmentendorsed training package) and the
aforementioned standard AS 4786.2, 2005 –
it would seem that finding a suitably
qualified training provider (Registered
Training Organisation) can be something
of a challenge.
The problem is no doubt twofold. Training
packages of this nature are run on a needs
basis – put simply, bums on seats, and we
lack suitably qualified trainers holding both
a training qualification and an appropriate
trade qualification with a great depth of skills
knowledge and ability in the field. Which
leaves the future of the industry in the
untenable and precarious situation of relying
on the intergenerational transmission of the
skills and knowledge within industry families.
In South Australia the successful familyowned Parquetry Flooring Company Adelaide

As an industry, we
can reap the benefits
of parquetry.
has come up with a strategy to future-proof
the business beyond sharing skills and
knowledge with children and staff. The owner
actively participates in preserving industry
skills and knowledge by providing interested
candidates in his employ the opportunity to
take an apprenticeship and earn the relevant
trade qualification at TAFE SA.
TAFE SA offers Certificate111 in Flooring
Technology National Code: MSF30813, TAFE
SA Code: TP00693. The course is aimed at
those wishing to acquire the skills and
knowledge to work in the residential or
commercial flooring technology sector of
the furnishing industry. The package offers
a comprehensive range of modules,
including mandatories not specific to the
timber flooring industry but fundamental to
flooring trades in general, and a range of
timber flooring-specific electives covering
the installation, sanding and finishing of
timber products.
All participants of the timber flooring
industry can benefit from a comeback of
parquetry from timber mills, wholesalers/
distributors, sale reps, retailers, training
organisations, installers and sanding and
finishers, while maximising sustainability. As
an industry let’s get behind parquetry and
reap the benefits.
Parquetry pictures supplied by Parquetry
Flooring Company Adelaide.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com
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AUTOBUILD NEWS

This glulam and CLT
structure near Ceres in
Victoria will be the focus
of one of the conference’s
project panel sessions.

AUTOBUILD NEWS
The future of international
timber construction will be
outlined over two days in
Melbourne this month.
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T

imes are changing in construction.
Ignoring the narrowing of credit
availability and fluctuations in housing prices
around Australia, several consistent factors
are permanently changing the industry.
The first is costs. Australian construction
costs are historically high and the rise has
not come with an attached productivity
offset. Labour costs are a large part of this,

along with regulatory costs of elements such
as WHS (despite which construction is still
the third-worst industry for worker fatalities
in the country).The second is an ongoing
skills shortage, which is most evident in
cities such as Sydney and Melbourne, where
large infrastructure programs reduce the
number of available tradespeople for regular
builds. And the third is the growing focus on
www.timbertradernews.com
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Gathering the experts

AUTOBUILD NEWS
The first session is titled Building the
future and opens with ‘What will the
Australian construction industry look like by
2030?’ led by David Chandler, adjunct
professor at the Centre for Smart Modern
Construction at Western Sydney University.
Chandler was construction director on
Australia’s new Parliament House in the
1980s, where he developed a collaborative,
data-driven approach that saw more than
10,000 professionals come together to
create a complex building recognised as one
of the country’s best. Since then he has
worked as a modern construction industry
advisor, sat on private and public boards and
worked with academia to drive the next

Additionally, Mayes will discuss research
regarding timber’s biophilic and wellness
factors, highlighting the potential for woodbased buildings to improve health and
wellness in the workplace, as well as the
development of sophisticated new woodbased products that may in the future
replace fossil-based materials in construction
and in wider industrial applications.

MAKING IT MASS
The second session of the day is Offsite
systems and explores the ways in which
mass timber continues to revolutionise
commercial construction.
The first topic for the session is ‘The

Mayes will discuss how the construction industry
can contribute to energy efficiency and reduce its
carbon footprint by using timber as a material.

the sustainability of projects, both in terms
of the energy efficiency of buildings and the
carbon costs of building methods.
Timber Offsite Construction, a two-day
conference run by Frame Australia in
Melbourne this month, champions a
fundamental change in construction methods
that addresses all these factors and more.
Organiser Kevin Ezard has released the draft
program, here are its highlights.

SHARING EXPERIENCE
Monday’s schedule consists of a series of
speaker sessions from leading industry
voices. The sessions are grouped into
themes and each topic focuses on real-world
examples, followed by a discussion panel
containing more experts from that sector.
www.timbertradernews.com

generation of construction professionals in
Australia. He will be talking on the
transformations the industry is undergoing
and possible outcomes, including the
potential adoption of a ‘Take, Make and
Deliver’ model, resulting in dramatic
improvements in completion times, offsite
work levels, productivity gains and waste
reduction, as well as less lost time.
Ralph Belperio, built environment leader at
Aurecon will be speaking on ‘Will timber be
the disruptor that the construction industry
has been waiting for?’. With 30 years
experience in managing the delivery of
large, multi-disciplinary projects, Belperio
brings strong expertise in materials,
particularly engineered timber. He will be
describing how the marriage of design
technology and new engineered products
has transformed timber building as a viable
option for the construction industry.
The final morning session is titled ‘Wood
– the sustainable solution to tackle global
challenges’ and will be led by Duncan
Mayes, EGM innovation and emerging
business at Timberlink Australia. Mayes took
up his role with Timberlink last year after 20
years at Stora Enso, where he held a variety
of roles, including leading the Wood Product
Division’s strategy, R&D and innovation.
His innovative approach blends growing
business opportunities with technological
improvements and environmental
responsibility. He will discuss how the
construction industry can significantly
contribute to energy efficiency and reduce
its huge carbon footprint by utilising wood
as a construction material.

future for commercial buildings using mass
wood systems’, presented by George
Konstandakos, head of DesignMake at
Lendlease. Coming from a mechanical
engineering background with years in the
automotive industry, Konstandakos is used
to finding design-driven solutions. Since
shifting to prefab construction in 2013, he
has used that same skill set to improve
results while lowering costs and optimising
processes in the building industry.
Konstandakos will lead discussion on how
engineered timber and mass wood
construction systems are changing the
property sector with high levels of
collaboration between design development
and prefabricated manufacturing, along with
faster, safer and more sustainable
construction. The almost-completed
Barangaroo C1 building will be used as
a case study of the process and its inherent
benefits to occupants.
Natasha Carter, director at cost
management and quantity surveying
consultants Rider Levett Bucknall (RLB), will
be presenting ‘Cost engineering guide for
timber construction systems’, which outlines
the new WoodSolutions Cost Engineering
guide for mid-rise projects based on
engineered wood construction systems,
prepared in collaboration with RBL.
The guide addresses the major topics
with comprehensive and specific
information, and provides costing examples
of various systems, including new mass
timber options.
The remaining part of the logistics puzzle
comes with ‘Certification requirements for
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019
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Aveo Retirement Villages’
Bella Vista building is the
highest CLT structure in NSW
and was certified by Private
Certifiers Australia.

I

MAKING IT HAPPEN
Monday afternoon’s sessions open with
a set under the title Manufacturing, where
the how-to is investigated.
Ola Svensson, managing director, and Ola
Skoglund, general manager robotic division
from Sweden’s Randek Sweden will
co-present ‘Panelisation is the next leap
forward in housing’. Drawing on Randek’s
experience with automation and robotics,
they will illustrate how panelisation is able to
move beyond basic prefabrication to deliver
a precise, high-quality product that
significantly speeds build and fitting times.
Their hardware know-how is followed by
‘Software for the digital data pathway from
design to manufacture’, led by Karel Vinckier,
managing director of Belgium’s hsbcad.
Vinckier will share an overview of software
technologies for building design elements and
manufacturing processes, both where we are
now, and a vision for future developments,
including the creation of scalable and flexible
3D manufacturing models to deliver an
integrated design for production.
Lastly in this group, ‘Manufacturing
technologies to improve prefabrication
productivity’ will be presented by Reinhold
32 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

Klotz, international sales manager,
Hundegger. The Germany-based Klotz is in
close contact with clients around the world
and well placed to deliver an outline of
global trends in manufacturing equipment
and process technologies, covering a wide
range of requirements from housing to large
scale construction projects.
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extensive connections among client,
CMY
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K
architect, engineer, consultants and main
contractor/s along with importantK suppliers
to ‘pre-construct’ a project digitally, solving
logistical and planning issues before the
physical build and thereby generating
significant gains in productivity.
The day’s final session, ‘National summary
of timber offsite building projects’ will be led
by Andrew Dunn, CEO Timber Development
Association, and delivers exactly what it
says on the label, including projects being
designed, under construction and/or recently
completed as a way of gauging the current
health of the market.

BUILDING TALES

GETTING PRACTICAL

The final Monday session, Construction is
based around recent action in the sector.
Rob De Brincat, new business manager –
innovation at Melbourne’s Atelier Projects,
will speak on ‘Critical steps for clients to
benefit from offsite construction’, giving an
overview of recent timber offsite
construction projects from the customer
perspective compared to the actual
outcomes. Part of his discussion will
concern a checklist of the critical planning
steps that will ensure construction proceeds

Tuesday begins with a morning of Project
Panel Sessions. These discuss four building
projects relevant to the construction
systems discussed at the conference, with
key participants representing the developer,
designer, builder, fabricator, and building
materials suppliers.
Engineered wood office buildings for
Ballarat GovHub, Victoria This project is a
15,000m2 five-storey timber office building
currently at shop drawing phase with
AECOM and the mass wood contractor

C

A morning of Project
Panel Sessions will
discuss four building
projects relevant to
the construction
systems discussed at
the conference.
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offsite building developments’. Grant
Harrington, director at Private Certifiers
Australia will be outlining strategies for
dealing with the challenges of novel building
methods and materials – a topic that is all
the more pertinent in the wake of what’s
perceived as problems with certifications for
some notable steel and concrete structures.

Ex
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One project panel will
focus on this vertical office
extension at 276 Flinders St
in Melbourne.

XLAM Dolomiti, optimising the glulam frame
to their fabrication preferences. Fire testing
and 3D modelling coordination between the
specialist contractors and the wider
consultant team will be completed in time
for the conference
Residence at Merrawarp Road, Ceres,
Victoria This house structure is comprised of
glulam portal frames with floor and roof
diaphragms in CLT, and the inclined wall of
each pavilion constructed with CLT to create
a shear wall perpendicular to the portal
frames. Panels were fabricated with CNC
machinery to ensure all elements had a high
degree of precision on site – crucial for a
structure with unique and complex geometry.
Our Lady of Assumption Catholic
Primary School, Sydney This development
is a three-storey extension to the school with
glulam and CLT structure, and highly visible
CLT walls, stairs and ceilings using featuregrade CLT panels. The project utilised the ECI
(early contractor involvement) process in
design and construction management.
Vertical office extension at 276 Flinders
Street, Melbourne: This project is a recently
completed five-level commercial office
building above existing premises in
Melbourne’s CBD, with a highly sustainable
design and innovative construction using
lightweight materials with a structural steel
grid and CLT panels. The build has provided
an additional 3,300m2 of office space.
On Tuesday afternoon, workshops will
cover a range of selected topics and
encourage open discussion on important
considerations. They will be held in two
sessions, with topics running concurrently.
34 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2019

Exhibitors will also be
featured in a new,
larger display area,
where networking will
be easier than ever.
Last-minute tickets
are still available.
The first session includes: Cost
engineering guide for timber construction
systems: costing examples contained in a
new guide prepared for WoodSolutions, with
information relevant to builders for preparing
project estimates.
Timber and mass wood construction
system comparisons: analysing timber and
mass wood offsite construction options
incorporating the advantages of each system
for structural capacity and cost using
different material combinations
Panelisation is the next leap forward in
housing construction: the manufacture of
panel systems for housing to dramatically
reduce time and skilled labour requirements.
Software solutions for DFMA in offsite
construction: the creation of 3D
manufacturing models from architectural
design, with full quantity take offs to
communicate with CNC machines and
deliver integrated production outcomes.

The final session involves a choice among:
Manufacturing technologies to improve
productivity: trends and progress in
manufacturing equipment and technologies
for prefabricated timber and mass wood
processing, covering a wide range of
manufacturing requirements.
Fire protection compliance in timber
and mass wood buildings: Primary
considerations and typical design solutions,
with access to support information and
documentation. Fire safety trends and
technologies such as non-combustible
cladding and new adhesives for wood
laminates.
Regulatory changes to codes and
design software developments: building
code and regulation updates in classifications
and testing requirements for building
materials. New TimberTech structural
engineering software will speed-up design
and take-offs in full compliance with the
updated NCC.
Timber connectors for multi-storey
timber and mass wood buildings:
fastening systems, connectors, tie downs,
nails and screws all perform critical functions
in timber and mass wood buildings, with
design challenges overcome by an expanding
range of specialised products.
Exhibitors will also be featured in a new,
larger display area, where networking will be
easier than ever. Last-minute tickets were
still available as we went to print.
Frame Australia 2019 Conference &
Exhibition, 17–18 June at Crown
Promenade, Melbourne. For details,
visit www.frameaustralia.com
www.timbertradernews.com
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ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – JUNE 2019

By Amanda Ling – Senior Fabricator Support Manager

It all starts with a plan
P

roviding a quote is the initial stage after
receiving a house plan from a builder.
However, time spent at the estimation
stage needs to be kept to a minimum,
as increasing the percentage strike rate
is important in running a successful
business. It is also important to understand
from the builder what material they require
you to supply.
Asking the builder to complete a ‘Request
for Quotation’ form (example below) before
estimating, will assist in providing a more
accurate quote and help provide a product
the builder requires, rather than one that
doesn’t meet all their needs or covers too
much. Quoting too much or too little may
create a negative impact on your percentage
strike rate.
It is also important for a builder to
understand how your company designs and
manufactures your product. A ‘Product
Specification’ form supplied at the initial
stage to your builder will create less
confusion about your product when it is
delivered on site. Your product specification
sheet should include information on how
you design your product, for example:

“hangers are not factory fitted due to
transport reasons, therefore hangers will
need to be fitted by the builder on site.”
If the builder accepts your quotation, the
builder is acknowledging and accepting the
way you detail and produce your product.
An ‘Official Job Information’ form
(example below), for the builder to complete
on acceptance of quote, will assist the
detailer with producing a structurally
accurate product. Asking the right questions
at this stage is very important. For example:
any additional loads required for the roof? It
is better to know this before than after
delivery to the building site.
Creation of ‘Detailer Checklists’ is a way
to help eliminate errors. Having a process in
place will ensure your product is built to suit
your site specifications and manufacturing
requirements by all detailers. If a product
needs to be built on site a certain way for
design reasons, never assume the builder
understands. Ensure this information is
communicated to the builder by adding
notes and diagrams to your layouts.
Today there are many different ways we
can communicate and there are many

Fabricator's Name

Fabricators contact details

Fabricator's Name

REQUEST FOR QUOTATION
Date:-

Account Number:-

Client Name:-

Cash Sale:-

Fabricator's site details

Contact Name:Phone Number:-

Would you like the quote to be:Mailed / Phoned /

Site Address:

Official Job Information

P/up

Mailing Address:

Please note that we must receive this form and all items needed before we are able to
commence production. If all information isn’t received on time, it may lead to your preferred
delivery date being moved to the next available date in our production schedule, only when all
items needed have been received.

Frame and Truss Approx. Del Date:
To ensure an accurate quote please make sure all is filled in completely and a full set of dimension
plans is supplied at time of placement.
PLEASE TICK AND FILL IN THE THE APPROPRIATE BOXES

Wind Classification:

N1

N2

N3

Frame Height G/F:

2445

2745

Other

Concrete Slab:

Yes

Frame Height F/F:

2445

2745

Other

Bearers:

Yes - Material

Stud Size Ext:

90

70

Other

Joists:

Yes - Material

FRAME INFO:

Timber Type:
1. Untreated Pine

Yes

2. Treated Pine

Yes

Customer Name:_______________________Quote Number:________________
Site Address:_______________________________________________________

LOWER STOREY FLOOR

450ctrs

No

Stud Size Int:

90

70

Other

Joists spacing:

Stud Centres:

450ctrs

600ctrs

to design

Flooring:

YT 19mm

RT 22mm

Flooring Wet Areas

CD Ply

Compressed

600ctrs

Quote Value Accepted:$______________Incl. GST Date:_______________
Account Number:_________________Account Name:______________________
Cash Sale: 50% Deposit$____________Rec. No______________Date_________
Account/Cash sale Mailing Address:__________________________Postcode______

TRUSS INFO:

Concrete Slab:
600ctrs

900ctrs

600

Other:

Roof Material:

Concrete

Metal

Gable overhang From Frame

600

Other:

Other:

Terracotta

Yes

No

Floor Trusses:

300

400

Contact Number:______________________ Site Contact Name:_____________

Joists:

Yes - Material:

Joists spacing:

450ctrs

600ctrs

Full set of plans provided:

Flooring:

YT 19mm

RT 22mm

Flooring Wet Areas

Ply

Compressed

Wind Category:

N1

Yes /

□

N2

No

Please circle

□

N3

□

Frame Information
ANCILLARY ITEMS TO BE QUOTED

VERANDAHS

Roof Battens:

Yes

Fascia Material:

Yes

Eaves Sprockets

Yes

Joists:
Joists spacing:
Pitching Plate:
Material:

Window Schedule to be provided as soon as possible.

Yes - Material:
450ctrs

600ctrs

Exact Frame Height (2445 or 2745): Ground Floor:___________First Floor:__________

Yes - Material:

Verandah Posts & Beams

Yes

Steel Beams & Posts

Yes

Flooring:

YT 19mm

RT 22mm

Engineering details Supplied

Yes

Flooring Wet Areas

Ply

Compressed

Garage Material

Beams

Pitching Plate

Decking:

Yes - Material:

2

3

DELIVERIES REQUIRED ;

Bearers

Yes - Material:

SITE CONDITIONS
1

Floor Joist Inform
ation
Please confirm Joist
Directions are correct
when received floor
acceptance of Quote.
joist layout upon

Preferred Delivery Date:1st Del___________________2nd Del._____________________________

UPPER FLOOR

Roof Pitch:
Truss Spacing:
Overhang from frame:

Truss Information
Site Measure sheet
filled in (For addition
s) Yes / No Please
circle
Truss Centres (600ctr
s, etc):______________
__________________
__________
Roof Type (Metal,
Concrete Tiles, etc):__
__________________
______________
Roof Pitch:_______
___________Overhan
g from plate:_______
______________
Gable overhang from
plate:_____________
__________________
____________
Any extra Roof loading
(A/C units, H.W.S):_____
__________________
________
Fire Wall Construction
method (please draw):_
__________________
__________

ANY FURTHER INFORMATION:

Window Head Height in Frames:Ground Floor:____________First Floor:_______________

Please check the
above carefully before
responsibility to
signing. It is the
verify all official
job information correc Customers
tly.
I/We hereby certify
that the above informa
tion has been read
and is correct and
and understood
authorise to be used
for the fabrication
hereby accept this
purposes. I/We also
quotation for materia
ls by Frame and Truss
the conditions of sale,
and certify that
quotation and warran
ty have been read
and understood.
__________________
______
__________________
Customer signature
_____
___________
Customer Name
__________________
_____
Date
__________________
Witnessed by
_____
___________
Signature
Date

Type of Fascia Timber/Metal:__________________________________________
Steel Beam Details and Locations (if required).
Frame and Truss

Frame and Truss

Official Job information sheet

Page 1 of 2

Official Job informati

on sheet

Above: Forms and checklists can help to minimise the time spent on quotations and maximise the
accuracy of the job quote, helping to increase customer satisfaction and increase your strike rate.

Page 2 of 2

Above: Notes in MiTek’s SAPPHIRE software.

different types of software packages that
can help you deliver some of these
processes. Process automation can save
time and also ensure a process runs
smoothly and efficiently, with best practices
constantly leveraged. Frame and truss
manufacturers should make full use of their
software functionality to generate such
checklists. For example, MiTek’s software
SAPPHIRETM offers many tools that can help
automate the process from when a house
plan is received to when a house is built on
site. Within SAPPHIRE you have the ability
to create and update custom checklists,
information sheets and specification sheets.
Automated tasks can be set up within the
SAPPHIRE software. For example, on the
initial stage of receiving a house plan from a
builder, once you add the quote information
into SAPPHIRE an email is automatically
sent to the builder with your company’s
Product Specification sheet. SAPPHIRE also
works as a collaboration tool to gather and
communicate information between builder
and fabricator. For example, SAPPHIRE
Structure has the ability to send the layout
sheets and model to the builder, which the
builder is able to view via SAPPHIRE viewer
with active notes from and to the builder to
ensure all questions are asked or answered
(see diagram above).
As always, consult with your nail plate
supplier, as starting with a plan and
implementing a process will provide a more
cost effective and higher quality product for
your builders.

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
www.timbertradernews.com
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“We support you!”

GOLD
“We
support SPONSORS
you!”
GOLD SPONSORS
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FTMA
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle
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SILVER SPONSORS
SILVER SPONSORS

Understanding
cyber risk
As the world has become more digitally enabled, so too has
the risk of compromise for businesses via digital entry points.
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S

camwatch has reported a 53% increase
in Australian businesses being hit by
email scams since 2017, with losses
exceeding $7.2 million in 2018. This article,
first published in FTMA News, explains
some of the things to watch out for, as well
as the benefits of Cyber Insurance.
The various forms of cybercrime are a
critical business risk, and research from the
Australian Small Business and Family
Enterprise Ombudsman paints a grim
picture. The recent report, The Small
Business Cyber Security Best Practice Guide
indicated small businesses represented
43% of all cyber attacks in 2017. In the spate
of ransomware attacks that occurred in 2017,
22% of affected businesses could not
continue operating for a period of time.
This is happening in our industry and,
unfortunately, I know examples of where
fabricators have been caught, but there are
answers. It’s not just one type of cyber
attack you must be covered for as they
come in many forms, including:
• Email phishing Phishing attacks are hoax
emails, designed and worded to appear
as if they’re received from a trustworthy
source, such as a bank or other financial
institution. They aim to entice you to click
on a malicious link that can lead to a viral
infection of your systems or ask you to
input data — such as your login
credentials for your bank — which is then
taken and used illegally.
The risk of compromise is not limited to
a single errant transaction. There are

cases where a system has been
compromised and the aggressor
monitors communications moving in and
out of a business, and creates imitation
emails regularly, damaging the business
in small ways each time.
• Malware Malware is software sent to
you that, if opened or run, infects your
computer, device or network. This can
then be used to skim information from
keyboards as keys are pressed or provide
external access to an unauthorised user
in a remote location.
• Ransomware This software is similar to
malware in its delivery, but it locks your
system or network down until a ransom
is paid to restore access.
• DDoS A direct denial of service attack
bombards your network with requests and
locks up your system from functioning
normally. This is often used by groups
such as the hacker group Anonymous to
shut down targeted websites.

TAKING PRECAUTIONS
According to the Australian Small Business
and Family Enterprise Ombudsman data,
fewer than one in three business with less
than 100 employees takes active
preventative measures against cyber
security breaches, and 87% of small
businesses believe antivirus software alone
is enough to protect them from the above.
This is often not the case.
The first thing to examine is the potential
entry points for attacks into your system and
www.timbertradernews.com
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BRONZE SPONSORS
BRONZE SPONSORS

AUTOBUILD NEWS
this can include point of sale systems,
mobile devices used by staff, or allowing
people to dial into your systems using a
virtual private network (VPN). Once you are
aware of where your business may be
exposed, you can take appropriate action to
protect systems.
The goal for most cyber attacks is the
collection of data, so make sure you have
offsite copies of all your critical records.
Running data backups daily, or throughout
the day, will allow you to restore your
system should it become compromised.
If your employees are using mobile
devices provided by the company, you can
set up network restrictions that don’t allow
them to access services like online banking,
or your network. This will prevent accidental
loss of a device potentially opening a route
to your information.
Provide employee training to increase
awareness on the types of cyber attacks and
the need to implement strong system
password controls. Consider implementing
two-step security on your devices or
network, meaning that both a password and
a code, sent via email or SMS, will be
required to access the network.

A cyber attack could compromise your data, your
clients’ data and your ability to operate, harm your
reputation and introduce you to the regulator.

IMPACTS BEYOND DATA LOSS

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS WITH
CYBER INSURANCE

There is an incorrect assumption that a
cyber attack will cause damage to systems,
and only technology will be affected, but the
impacts can be far greater.
A cyber attack could compromise your
data, your premises, your clients’ data and
your ability to operate, harm your reputation
and brand and introduce you to the
regulator. There may be significant financial
implications such as fines or penalties from
the regulator or ongoing costs associated
with data restoration and repairing your
systems and network. Downtime may inhibit
your ability to trade resulting in lost income
putting pressure on your cash flow.

Cyber insurance can help minimise the loss
caused by a cyber incident by covering the
costs associated with restoring your
business systems and incident management,
including technical experts, forensic
investigations and legal representation.
Businesses’ cyber insurance needs vary
depending on their reliance on technology
and the internet and the type of data they
hold. Cyber insurance policies also vary. Your
risk and insurance adviser can help you
understand your cyber risks and help you
navigate the complex cyber insurance
market by tailoring an insurance solution for
your business.

FTMA Australia’s Silver Sponsors AB
Phillips are experts in this area and have
helped many fabricators. We encourage you
to speak to one of their experienced risk and
insurance advisers to see how they can help
tailor insurance cover that’s right for your
business. Call Rose at AB Phillips on 1300
242 136 or email rose@abphillips.com.au.
Note the above is general guidance only,
and you should seek professional advice
before making decisions regarding your
cyber security.
For more on cybercrime, visit www.
scamwatch.gov.au or www.asbfeo.gov.au
For more information on AB Phillips, visit
www.abphillips.com.au

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

Tool time table
I

come from a long line of incompetents
when it comes to practical skills. I
distinctly remember my father shaking
with nerves after being forced to pick up
a screwdriver to do a necessary fix.
Young Paul was more drawn to the
science lab and differential equations than
the manual arts. So, I don’t know what
possessed me to start metalwork at
school, but, in retrospect, it was the most
valuable subject I ever did. As well as the
regulation hammer, BBQ tongs and
toolbox, in year 10 I even built a fibreglass
kayak. I found my inner tradie.
Fast forward a few decades and now I
have a large shed with lots of nice tools.
My carpentry skills are still a bit ordinary
but, thanks to modern impact screwdrivers,
at least I don’t keep smashing my thumb
with a hammer anymore.
From my perspective, you can never
have enough tools. So, in that spirit, this
shiny new table is your bracing toolkit. As
a continuation of our series of articles on
bracing, I have listed pretty much every
form of wall bracing that I know of. For
brevity, I have skipped a couple of ply
options using tie rods that don’t really add
much capacity as well as capacity for
timber board sheathed walls.
Some of the capacities aren’t exactly as
published because, to make it a fair
comparison, I have normalised everything
for 2700mm-high walls and expressed all
capacities in capacity per unit length
(kN/m). As well as that there are some
bonus goodies calculated by me
exclusively for TimberTrader News readers
that has never been published before!
Put this in you bracing workshop
drawer and hopefully, like a nice shiny
tool, it will improve productivity. It may
even be a joy to use!

Bracing Wall Type

Nominalplasterboard one
face

Capacity at
2700mm high1 (in
kN/m)
0.45

This capacity table is part of
our ongoing bracing toolkit.
Minimum Length Comments
(in mm)

Reference

450

It's free!
No more than 1/2 building's capacity from nominal walls

AS1684.2 or part 3 section 8.3.6.2

Nominal plasterboard both
sides

0.75

450

It's free!
No more than 1/2 building's capacity from nominal walls

AS1684.2 or part 3 section 8.3.6.3

Diagonally opposed cut-in
angle or timber braces

0.8

1800

These suck in my opinion – cutting the studs for that little capacity.
To quote Trump: "SAD!"

AS1684.2 Table 8.18a

Single timber or metal brace
cut-in with stud ties

1.5

1800

Noah braced the ark this way. Suggest you move on

AS1684.2 Table 8.18c

Crossed tensioned flat
straps

1.5

1800

AS1684.2 Table 8.18b

Crossed tensioned flat
straps with stud ties

3

1800

AS1684.2 Table 8.18d

3.4

600

Double for both sides of the wall, but beware: the uplift forces on the floor get
enormous and it's hard to get fixings that work

AS1684.2 Table 8.18h

6

900

As for minimal nailing plywood.

AS1684.2 Table 8.18g

6x(0.5+[Length 600]/600)

600
(max 900)

As for minimal nailing plywood. NB 'Length' in equation is in mm.

AS1684.2 Table 8.18g & Clause 8.3.6.5 plus
a bit of my maths

3.4

900

aka Masonite aka Evowood

AS1684.2 Table 8.18l (Type A)

6 when Nailed
9 with rods

900

aka Masonite aka Evowood

AS1684.2 Table 8.18m (Type B & C)

3.4 when nailed
6 with rods

460

aka Masonite aka Evowood

AS1684.2 Table 8.18n (Type D & E)

3.4
5.6 with rods

900

Eggers "OS Brace" Brochure

6

900

Eggers "OS Brace" Brochure

2.2 Nailed
3.2 with rods

450

Eggers "OS Brace" Brochure

6mm FC fibre cement one
face

2.8

900

6mm FC fibre cement both
faces

3.8

900

"SW" strap walls

Varies

600

Approx 2.3kN/m or more. Uses crossed strap. See design guide

PosiBrace

Varies

305

Only 1kN/m at 305 long but rapidly better as length increases. Max with 750mm Mitek PosiBrace Data Sheet. Mitek.com.au
and then the capacity is 3.6kN/m

PT Brace

Varies

250

Useful for extremely short walls. 19kN/m at 250mm long! See the
manufacturer's literature for other configs. Very high uplift forces on slab.

Powertruss.com.au

110mm Masonry

0.84 x (Length )2

400

AS 4773.1 Table 11.1(A) plus a bit of
magical maths from me

Reinforced Masonry

18 x (Length ) - 5

400

Length' in equation is in meters. For walls up to 3m high. Gives huge capacities
for longer walls but how the heck do you get the horizontal loads into the top of
the brick for upper level walls?
Length' in equation is in meters. Gives huge capacities but reinforced block isn't
too hard to connect to.

CLT (Cross Laminated
Timber)

Huge!

Difficult to track down. Will in most cases be limited by the fixing method

Engineer

Whatever you want! Just call me or another engineer to design it.

Engineer

Minimal nailing plywood

Heavy nailing plywood

Short - heavy nailing
plywood
Minimal nailing hardboard

Heavy nailing hardboard

Short hardboard

Minimal nailed OSB

Heavy nailing OSB

Short OSB

Reinforced concrete
(including "Dincel" and
similar products)
1

Even More!

Improved capacity for walls over 2400mm long and/or walls 2400mm high. See "Gyprock Plasterboard and CSR Fibre
brochure
Cement Bracing Systems " brochure. The
brochure appears not to be out in the wild
Improved capacity for walls over 2400mm long and/or walls 2400mm high
As above
and/or with rods. See brochure
Pryda Design Guide for Narrow Wall
Bracing Units. Pryda.com.au

AS 4773.1 Table 11.1(B) plus a bit of
magical maths from me

Note - all of these capacities have been normalised for 2700mm high walls. Capacities decrease when the wall is higher and in some cases increase when 2400mm high

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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Australian made machinery,
customised for YOUR Australian
Frame and Truss plant!

Vekta machinery is customised
for each individual business.
Each Razer has been tailored
to improve safety, increase
production and enhance YOUR
business.
With the Razer saw you can customise –
• The material flow direction, either left-to-right
or right-to-left
• How much floor space is required, starting from
as little as 31.8m2
• The location of waste bins and dust extraction systems
• What you need printed on members and exactly
where you want it printed
• Software – features specific to your needs
• Optimisation specifically setup to suit your unique
manufacturing processes
• Service requirements and maintenance schedules
to suit your budget and workload

YOUR plAnT; YOUR pROcEssEs;
VEkTA’s AUTOmATiOn

vekta.com.au

Multinail floor truss systems
…for all your building requirements

All Multinail floor webs can be used in cassette configuration

SteelWood

EcoJoist

SteelWood

MultiStrut

SteelWood, EcoJoist, MultiStrut

For more information contact
Multinail Australia
enquiry@multinail.com
multinail.com.au

Personalised
Local
Progressive

